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We show that strong homology groups %(X; G) of a space X vanish if p is greater than the 
shape dimension sd X. For p = sd X, np(X; G) coincides with the tech homology groups 
%(X; G). We also show that there exist l-dimensional spaces, which do not admit l-dimensional 
ANR-resolutions. Therefore, the vanishing of fl,(X; G) for p > dim X is a nontrivial fact. 
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1. Introduction 
If X is a topological space, we denote by dim X its covering dimension, based 
on normed open coverings (see, e.g., [18, Appendix 1, Section 3.11). We denote by 
sd X the shape dimension of X (see [18, II, Section 1.11). For all spaces sd X s 
dim X. 
It is a well-known fact that for polyhedra and ANR’s (for metric spaces) singular 
homology groups (arbitrary coefficient group G) respect dimension, i.e., H,(X; G) = 
0 if p > dim X. However, there are metric continua for which this assertion does 
not hold [2]. Tech homology groups &,(X; G) respect dimension for all spaces. 
In this paper we consider strong homology groups fiP(X; G), defined by Yu.T. 
Lisica and S. MardeSiC [9-131, and we prove that they respect dimension for all 
spaces (Section 6, Corollary 1). 
Since fi,(X; G) is defined using ANR-resolutions of X (see Section 6), a natural 
attempt to obtain this result is to try to associate with every n-dimensional space 
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X an n-dimensional ANR-resolution. However, this attempt fails because we show 
that there are l-dimensional spaces admitting no l-dimensional ANR-resolution 
(Section 7, Theorem 3). 
Therefore, we prove our result in a different way, which makes use of two important 
exact sequences, due to Z.R. MiminoSvili [20], and of the fact that derived limits 
lim” are functors on the category of Abelian pro-groups. This method of proof leads 
to an improved version of the result, where the assumption p > dim X is replaced 
by the weaker assumption p > sd X. We also show that the group fi,,(X; G) and 
the Tech homology group fiP(X; G) coincide for p = sd X (Section 6, Theorem 2). 
2. The derived functors lim” 
Let A be an ordered directed set. We denote by Ab* the category whose objects 
are inverse systems G = (G,, pauV, A) of Abelian groups G, and homomorphisms 
Paa,. . G,, + G,, indexed by A. The morphisms of Ab* are level morphisms (fa) : G + 
H = (K, qaa,, A) (see [18, I, 9 1.31). It is well-known that the inverse limit lim is 
a functor from Ab* to the category Ab of Abelian groups. The functor lim is left 
exact but not right exact. Since the category Ab* has enough injective objects, one 
can define the right derived functors of lim (using injective resolutions). These 
functors are denoted by lim”, n 2 0 (see [7, 0 11). 
There is also an explicit definition of the groups lim” G, n 2 0 (see [7, Theorem 
4.11). 
Let A”, n 3 0, denote the set of all increasing sequences Q in A, a = (a,, . . . , a,), 
(Y,=s* ’ -~a,. Note that A0 = A. The sequence obtained from a by omitting aj, 
0 sj c n, will be denoted by uj = ((Ye, . . . , Gj, . . . , a,) E A”-‘. 
We consider Abelian groups 
C”= n G,, ns0, (2.1) 
as*” 
where 
G. = G,,, a=((~~ ,..., a,,)cA”, nz0. 
Elements x of C” are denoted by (x.), where x, E G,,. 
We now define homomorphisms 
S” : cn-’ + C”, n2 1, 
by 
(2.2) 
(6”xL = P ao,a,x.,+ i (-lk,. 
j=1 
(2.3) 
For n=O we put S”=O:O+Co=~,,A G,. It is readily seen that 
sn+‘gn = 0. (2.4) 
Therefore, we have a cochain complex 0 2 Co% C’ 5 Cz + * * . . Its nth 
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cohomology group is lim” G, i.e., 
lim” G= Ker gn+l: ~ G,,-+ 
aEAn 
(2.5) 
Note that limo G = lim G. 
Although lim” is originally defined on AbA, one can extend its definition so as 
to obtain a functor on the category pro-Ab of Abelian pro-groups (see [26], [4], 
[24] and [5]). Since in this paper we need only two simple consequences of the 
functoriality of lim”, we give here direct proofs of these facts. 
Proposition 1. Let G = (G,, p,_,, A) be an inverse system of Abelian groups, indexed 
by a cojinite directed set A. If G = 0 in pro-Ab, then lim” G = 0 for all n 2 0. 
Proof. The assumption G = 0, implies that every index (Y E A admits an 
(p(a) 5 (Y such that 
index 
Pw(a) - -0 (2.6) 
[18, II, $2.3, Theorem 71. Since A is cofinite (every (Y E A has only a finite number 
of predecessors), one can assume that q : A + A is an increasing function [ 18, I. 
§ 1.2. Lemma 11. 
Let x=(x,), a E A”, be an arbitrary element of Ker s”+‘. We must show that 
xEIm6”. If n=O, (2.6) implies lim’G=limG=O. If n>l, we define y=(y,)~ 
n atAmm’ G by 
n--l 
We will show that 
(6”y),=x,, a=(a, ,..., CX,)EA”, (2.8) 
so that x=6”yEIm6”. 
We omit the easy verification of (2.8) for n = 1 and assume that n 2 2. Then, by 
(2.3) and (2.7) 
+ f jc’ (_l)i+j+lX - 
j=l i=o 
ao...a,~(al)...a(a,)...oo 
n--l n 
+ c c (-l)i+jx,o...~~..~,~(~,)...~(~“). 
j=1 i=j+l 
(2.9) 
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If we change the order of summation in the two double sums, (2.9) becomes 
(0), = i (-l)‘p 
i=* 
n-1 n 
- c c (-l)i+ix,,...,,,(,,)...~~,)...~(~,~) 
i=l j=i+l 
+ 5 5’ (-l)i+iX,o...Li,...~,~(~,)...~(~~). (2.10) i=l j=1 
By assumption, 
(6 “+lx). = 0, a E A"+'. (2.11) 
Formula (2.11), applied to a = (cy,, . . . , (Yi, (P((Yi)y . . . , ~(a,,)), yields for i = 0. 
-X mP(a,)...‘p(%) -jf, (-l)ix,,,(,,)...,~j)...~(~“) = 0, (2.12) 
because paOvp(ol,) = 0. 
For lsisn-1, it yields 
-X ao...a,~(u,+,)...~(~~) - 
i (-l)i+ix a”...a,s(a,)...~,)...~(~~) = 0. (2.13) 
i = n, it yields 
fx aO...~,l_,‘P(O1,,)-Xno...a, = 0. (2.14) 
Note that 
Therefore, summing up (2.12), (2.13) for 1 s i c n - 1 and (14), one obtains a formula, 
which simplifies (2.10) to (2.8). 17 
Remark 1. In the case of a sequence G= (G,,,p”,,+i), lim’ G allows a particularly 
simple description. 
If x = (x~,,,,,) E Ker S2, m0 e m, , then 
Pm,m,Xm,m,-Xmom* +x mom,=O, mOSm,Sm,. (2.16) 
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In particular, for n c n + 1 s n + 2, we obtain 
Tm+2 = X nn+, +P”n+lXn+l.n+z. 
In general, one has 
k-l 
X,,+k = Xm+l + C Pnn+iXn+i,n+i+ly k* 1. 
i=* 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Therefore, it suffices to know x,,+i E G,, which we can denote just by x,. Con- 
sequently, Ker 8’ consists of all sequences (x,), x, E G,. The condition lim’ G = 0 
means that Ker 8’~ Im 6i, i.e., there exists a sequence u = (u,), U, E G,, such that 
P ~m,um, - ufn,, = Xwlom,, mOSm,. 
In the new notation, (19) is equivalent to 
(2.19) 
P nn+1%+1 -u, =x,. (2.20) 
In Section 4 we will need the following simple fact. If all p,,,,+, in G are 
epimorphisms, then lim’ G = 0. Indeed, given any sequence (x,), x, E G,, by induc- 
tion on n, one can define u, so that (2.20) holds. 
Proposition 2. Let G = (G,, P,,,,+,), G’ = (G’,, pin+, ) be two inverse sequences and let 
j, : G+, + GA i, = GL + G, be homomorphisms such that i,j, = p,,,,+, , j,,i,,+, = pL,,+,. 
The homomorphisms j, induce an isomorphism lim( j,) : lim G + lim G’. Moreover, 
lim’ G = 0 if and only if lim’ G’ = 0. 
Proof. Let (x,) be an arbitrary sequence, x, E G,. Put y, = jnxn+, E G’,. If lim’ G’= 0, 
there is a sequence (u,), u, E G’,, such that y, =p&,+l~,+l- u,. Now put v, = 
i,,u, -x,. Then v, E G, and p,,,,+, v,+, - v, = x,. This shows that lim’ G = 0. Similarly, 
one proves the converse implication. q 
3. Strong homology groups of inverse systems 
Let C = CC,, pus), A) be an inverse system of chain complexes (C,, a) and chain 
mappings paat: C,,+ C,, (Y S a’, indexed by a directed ordered set A. Following 
[9], [ll] and [20], we associate with C a new chain complex K = K(C) with a 
boundary operator d as follows. 
A p-chain in K, p E 2, called a strong p-chain of C, is a function x which assigns 
toeveryn~Oandeverya=(cu,,..., LY,) E A” a (p + n)-chain x, E ( Ca),,+,,, where 
C,, = C,,. Strong p-chains x = (x,) form an Abelian group K,, = K,,(C) (coordinate- 
wise addition). In other words, 
Kp= ii II (C.)p+n, 
n=O SEA” 
c, = c,,. (3.1) 
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We define the boundary operator dP : I$+, + KP by the formula 
(-l)“(dpxL =$(~a) -~a~m,x,,- i W’x.,, 
j=l 
(3.2) 
where x E K,,, , x = (&), 43 E (Cn)p+nr UEA”, nzl. If n=O and a=(cr,>, we put 
(dx),, = a(~,,). (3.3) 
Note that dPdP+, = 0 so that (K, d) is a chain complex. 
The strong homology groups I?, = &,(C) are, by definition the homology groups 
of (K, d), i.e., HP = &/l?,,, where 2, = z_(C) = Ker(d,_, : KP + KP_-l), BP = B,(C) = 
Im( d, : KP+l -+ K,,). 
Remark 2. Let G = (G,, pa,, A) be an inverse system of Abelian groups. For (Y E A 
let (C,, a) be the chain complex defined by (C,), = G,, (C,), = 0, if p # 0; 3 = 0. 
For Q c cy’ let pual also denote the chain mapping C,,+ C, induced by pa,,: G,,+ 
G,.ThenC=(C,,p,,,, A) is an inverse system of chain complexes. For the induced 
chain complex K = K(C) one has 
K_, = I aEn G, G = Gcx,> naOO, (3.4) 0, n <O, 
and d_(,,+,,: K_, + K_(,+,) equals (-I)“&, (see Section 2). Therefore, 
lim” G = R,(C). (3.5) 
Remark 3. In the above definitions we allow also negative dimensions p -==I 0 (as in 
[20]). Therefore, for p s 0 the groups can differ from the ones defined in [ 111, which 
vanish for p < 0. However, for p > 0 the groups in [ll] and [20] coincide. Let us 
also mention that a different choice of signs in [ 1 l] and [20] does not affect homology 
as it was clarified in [13]. 
4. Strong r-stage homology groups of systems 
The computation of strong homology groups RP( C) of an inverse system of chain 
complexes C = ( C,, pea,, A) is in general a difficult task. A useful approach is to 
consider strong r-stage homology groups Z?;(C), r>O (see [8] and [20]). 
One associates with C and r 2 0 a new chain complex K r = K’(C). Its pth group, 
p E 2, is given by 
K;= Ii I1 (CJp+n, G = Ca,. 
n=O .EA" 
(4.1) 
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The differential dP : K L+, + K6 is obtained by restricting the differential d, : K,,, -, KP 
from Section 3 to KL+, = Ki+, x 0~ K,+, . 
At this point it is useful to introduce some more notation. 
If ~=(LY~,...,LY,)EA”, n will be denoted by /al and called the length of a. 
Therefore, a E A” can also be written as (al = n. 
A strong r-stage p-chain x E Kj, is denoted by x=(x,), where x, E (Ca)p+n, 
lUl=ni r. We also consider the homomorphisms 
given by 
if la(=n, nal. If laJ=O, we put 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
@0,x), = 0. (4.4) 
If$J:(ca),+, + (C,), is the boundary operator of the complex C,, then d, : KL,, + 
KL is given by 
(-l)“(d,x), = $+n(xa) -(+L., Ial = n, OSnGr. (4.5) 
Note that 
S~T~S~=O, n20. (4.6) 
We put Zl,=Z~(C)=Ker(d,~,:Kr,~K~_,),BJ,=B~(C)=Im(d,:K~+,~K~) 
and 
H; = H;(C) = Z;/ B;. (4.7) 
The natural projections define obvious chain mappings jr’+’ : K ‘+’ + K ‘, j’ : K + 
K ‘, which satisfy 
j”+lj’+l = j’. 
(4.8) 
They induce homomorphisms jr’+’ : HL+’ + HL, j’ : fi, + Hi, which also satisfy 
(4.8). Moreover, one has an inverse sequence (HL, jrr+‘> and induced homomorph- 
isms j : I? + lim( Hi, jr’+‘), which satisfy 
i’j = j’, 
where i’: lim( HL, jr’+‘) + H’ is the natural projection. 
We now define the strong r-stage homology groups I?; = Hi(C) by 
Gi = j”+‘(Hi+‘) c HL. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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Clearly, one has induced homomorphisms irr+’ : I?;+’ + l?L, yr : I?,, + l?i, which 
satisfy 
jrr+ljr+lr+2 = “7r+ljr+lr+2, 
(4.11) 
“pr+ljr+l = j-r. 
(4.12) 
Moreover, one has induced homomorphisms 7: fi + lim(fiL, ptl), which satisfy 
TJT= j”, 
(4.13) 
where i” : lim( ai, F+l ) + I?; is the natural projection. Finally, the homomorphisms 
.Vfl 
J : Hi+’ + I?; induce isomorphisms lim(jrr+‘) : lim(H;,jrr+‘) + lim(n’, _?‘) (see 
Proposition 2) such that 
fim( jrr+l)j = J (4.14) 
The next five propositions will enable us to perform the computations of strong 
homology groups needed in this paper. 
Proposition 3. The strong O-stage homology group Hi(C) is isomorphic to the i’ech 
group ir,( C). 
Proposition 4. If lim’+’ H,+,(C) = 0, r 2 0, the homomorphism jr-” : gi( C) + 
I?;-‘(C) is an epimorphism. 
Proposition 5. Iflim’ H,+,(C) = 0, r 3 0, the homomorphism jr-lr : HG( C) + I?;-‘(C) 
is a monomorphism. 
Proposition 6. The homomorphism J: HP(C) + lim(Hi( C), 7”) is always an epi- 
morphism. 
Proposition 7. If lim’( I?;+,( C), Tr”) = 0, then the homomorphism 7: I?,,(C) + 
lim( HL( C), 7”) is a monomorphism. 
Remark 4. Propositions 4-7 are immediate consequences of two exact sequences 
announced by MiminoSvili [20]: 
O+lim’H,+,(C)+~~(C) 
+’ . . + lim’H,+,( C) -f+ Rh( C) “‘: flL-‘( C) 5 lim’+’ H,+,(C) + * * * 
(4.15) 
0+1im1(H~+,(C)~+‘)-5H,(C)~1im(H~(C),~+’)-+0. (4.16) 
The direct verification of the exactness of MiminoSvili’s sequences is nontrivial 
and rather tedious and so is the description of the homomorphisms p, U, 77, 8 (not 
given in [20]). This is why in the next section we give the relatively simple direct 
proofs of Propositions 3-7. These propositions imply the next theorem. 
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Theorem 1. Let C = (C,, paa,, A) be an inverse system of chain complexes. If for a 
givenp,lim”H,+,(C)=lim”fl H,,+,(C)=Oforeachn~s++,s~O,then~:Z?~(C)+ 
H;(C) is an isomorphism. In particular, lim” H,,+,(C) = 0, for each n 2 1, implies 
H,(C) = -ri,< C). 
Proof. For rzs+l, Jr-“: fiL( C) + fii-‘( C) is an epimorphism (Proposition 
4) and a monomorphism (Proposition 5). Therefore, the inverse sequence 
(H;(C), T+‘) stabilizes from the term Hi(C). Hence, the natural projection 
7 : lim(fiL( C), jrr+‘) + I?;(C), is an isomorphism. 
Similarly, for r 2 s + 1, j”-’ : fiL+,( C) --, Hs;:( C) is an epimorphism (Proposition 
4). Therefore, 
lim’(HL+,( C), 7”) = 0 
(see Section 2, Remark 1). 
Now, Propositions 6 and 7 imply that 
J: H,(C) + lim( I?;( C), 7”) 
is an isomorphism and therefore also J?: fi,( C) + fii( C) is an isomorphism. 
The second assertion of Theorem 1 is a consequence of the first assertion and 
Proposition 3. 
5. Proofs of Propositions 3-7 
In the proofs which follow we will often suppress the indexes of a, 6 and d. 
Moreover, we adopt the convention of denoting by [x] the homology classes of the 
complexes (C,, a) and by (x) the homology classes of the complexes (K, d) and 
(K’, d’). 
Proof of Proposition 3. For C = (C,, paa,, A) let HP = H,(C) denote the induced 
inverse system of homology groups (H,,( C,), paal, A). By definition, the tech 
homology groups tip(C) are given by 
ir,(C)=lirn H,(C). (5.1) 
A cycle x E Zi( C) consists of chains x,” E ( CaJp and x_, E ( Cao),,+, a0 c a,, such 
that 
axa = 0, (5.2) 
dX a”a, = P w,x,, -x,“. (5.3) 
We assign to x the collection of homology classes [x,J E H,(C,,), (Y~E A. By (5.3), 
([x,J), CY~E A, is an element of lim H,(C) = a,,(C). If x E B;(C), then there is a 
chain y E KL,, such that dy = x. The strong l-stage chain y is given by chains 
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ynoe (C,),,, yaoa, E (Cp+Aa,, aos al, such that ayao= xao. Therefore, Lx,,1 = 0, aO~ 
A. In other words, there is a well-defined homomorphism Hi(C) + kP( C). Restrict- 
ing it to Hi(C) =y”(Hi(C)), we obtain a homomorphism 
We will now show that h is an isomorphism. Indeed, if h(x)=O, then [x,,] =0 
for every CY~E A. Therefore, there are chains yao~ (Ca,Jp+i, (Y~E A, such that ay,, = 
X uO. Consequently, y = (y,,) E Ki,, and (dy),, = a(~~,,) = x,, i.e., dy =j”x. This 
proves that ~“‘(x)=O, i.e., h is a monomorphism. 
An arbitrary element of &(C) is of the form ([x,,]), where P_,[x~,] = [xJ, 
for (Ye< (Y,. Therefore, there exist chains x,~~, E ( CuJpfl such that (5.3) holds. This 
shows that x, given by x,~ and x_,, belongs to ZL( C). Clearly, h(x) = ([x,“]), 
which proves that h is an epimorphism. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4. 
(x) E ET;, x = (x0) E z;, 
(%(sx)a) = 0, 
An arbitrary element of HL-’ is of the formjr-‘r(x), where 
]u( 6 r. Note that (8x), is defined also for )a1 = r+ 1 and 
Ial = r-t 1. (5.4) 
Indeed, for Osj < r+ 1, (dx), = 0 and therefore 
hl,) = @XL,. (5.5) 
By (4.3), we see that 
a((sx>,) =Pao&a,+ c (-mwa, = (N6x))a = 0. 
j=l 
(5.6) 
Therefore, [(ax),] E H,+,(C,), /al = r+ 1, and thus ([(6x),]) E HoGA’+ H,+,(G). 
Moreover, ([(ax),]) is in the kernel of the operator 6 from Section 2, because 66 = 0. 
Consequently, by the assumption lim’+’ H,+,(C) = 0, we can find cycles U,,E 
Z,+,( C,,), [a’[ = r, such that 6 applied to ([u,,,]) E ITnPEArHp+JC) equals ([(6x).]), i.e., 
W%fl) = ([(~XLI). 
We now define a chain y E K5, by putting 
(5.7) 
1 42, Y.7 = xa- %I, l”lzr-ly a r. (5.8) 
We claim that y is a cycle, y E Zi. Indeed, (dy), = (dx), = 0 if Ial s r - 1. If Ia/ = r, 
we have 
a(yJ= ~cG)-~(%) = a(&)= (~XLZ, 
because a( u,) = 0 and (d~)~ = 0. Moreover, we have 
(6YL =(6x),, 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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because )a,\ = r- 1 implies y, =xq. Now, (5.9) and (5.10) show that (dy), = 
(-l)‘(GL) - (%Y),) = 0, IQ1 = r. 
If (al = rf 1, then lUjl= r and therefore 
(SY), =(6x), -(6u),, (5.11) 
where u is the collection (u,,), (a’1 = r. By (5.7), one can define y, E (C,,)p+,+l also 
for [u( = r+ 1, in such a way that 
ay,=(6x),-(6u),, la(Gr+l. (5.12) 
Equations (5.11) and (5.12) prove that (dy), = 0 also for la\ = r+ 1. Consequently, 
we have defined a cycle y E ZL+‘. If (y) is the class of y in HL++‘, then j”“(y) E fir, 
and j “-l’(j”+l(y>) =j’-l’(j”+l(y)) = j’-l’(x)* q 
Proof of Proposition 5. An arbitrary element of fii is of the form j”+‘(x), where 
(x) E H;+‘, x=(x,) E z;+‘, [al < r + 1. We assume that Jr-“j”+*(x) = (jr-r’j”+‘x) = 0. 
Then there is a chain ~1 E KLY: such that (dv), = x,, Ial s r - 1, i.e., 
a(~,)-(6v),=(-l)“x,, (al=n~r-1. 
If lal=r, then lejl=r-l, 0 j s s r, and therefore (4.3) and (5.13) yield 
(5.13) 
a( =p rx,a,a(qJ+ i (-l)‘eL,) 
j=l 
= (6(6v)),+(-l)‘-‘(6x), = (-l)‘-‘(6x),, Ial = r. (5.14) 
Since (dx),=O, Jal~r+l, we have 
(6x),=a(x,), lal~rfl. (5.15) 
Therefore, (2) becomes 
a(~,+(-l)‘(&),) =O, laJ= r. (5.16) 
Consequently, [(x-t- (-1)‘6v),] E H,+‘(C,), Ial = r. We now consider the family 
([(x + (-1PfJLl) E rIas.4’ I-&+‘( C,) and note that the operator 6 of Section 2 maps 
it to 0. This is so because for Ial = r-t 1, (5.15) implies 
‘X(x + (-1mJLl) = ([(~XLI) = ([a(x = 0. 
Since lim’ H ,+‘( C) = 0, there exist cycles U, E Z,+‘( C,), Ial = r - 1, such that 
‘Nu.1) = ([(x+(-1P~LlL Ial = r. (5.17) 
We now define chains y.E(Ca)p+,+l,lal~r-l, by 
Ya = vz, la\C r-2, (5.18) 
ya=u,+(-l)‘-‘u,, la(=r-1. (5.19) 
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We wish to define y, also for (u/= r. Therefore, we consider (-l)‘x.+(&~), - 
(Su),, (al = r, where u is the collection (u,,), [a’[ = r- 1. Note that (6~)~ E Z,+,(C,) 
and, by (5.16), (-l)rc,+(6v),~Zp+,(C,). Moreover, by (5.17), (-l)‘x,+(Su),+ 
(-l)*-‘(Su), E B,+,( C,). Therefore, there exist chains y, E (C,),,,,, such that 
ay,=(-l)k,+(6v),+(-1)‘-‘(6u),, Jal=r. (5.20) 
By (5.19), we see that 
(6y), = (6V), +(-l)‘_‘(Su),, IQ/ = r. (5.21) 
(5.20) and (5.21) yield 
(-l)‘(dy), =ay, -(6y), = (-l)‘x,, \a[ = r. (5.22) 
For [al = r-l, by (5.18), (5.19) and (5.13), we have 
(-l)‘-‘(dy),=d(y,)-(6y),=a(v,)+(-l)’-’a(u,)-(6u),=(-l)‘-‘x,, 
because au, =O. Finally, for (al = n s r-2, by (6) and (l), we have (-l)“(dy), = 
(ay), - (Sy), = (an), - (SV), = (-1)“~~. Hence, 
(dY),=xa, Wr. (5.23) 
This proves that dy = x, y E Ki+I+l, so that jr’“(x) E Hi(C) vanishes. 0 
Proof of Proposition 6. In order to prove that J: fi,(C)+lim(fii(C), 7”) is an 
epimorphism, it suffices to prove that j : fiP( C) + lim(HL( C), jrr+‘) is an epimorph- 
ism. An arbitrary element of lim(HL( C), jrrtl) is given by a sequence ((x’)), r 2 0, 
where (xr) E HL, x’ E Zs and 
jrr+‘(Xr+l) = (x’). (5.24) 
We will now define (by induction on r) a sequence of strong r-stage p-cycles 
y’ E Zi such that 
y’-X’E B;, (5.25) 
(Y’)a = (Y’_‘)a, JalSr-1, r> 1. (5.26) 
For r = 0, we put y” = x0. Assume that we have already defined y”, . . . , y’. We put 
(y’+‘L = (Y’)., I4 s f-. (5.27) 
In order to define (y’+‘). for Ial = r+ 1, note that (5.24) and (5.25) imply (jrrtlxr+‘) = 
(x’) = (y’). Therefore, there exists a chain U” E Ki+, such that 
(du’),=y:-XL+‘, (a/Sr. (5.28) 
We now put 
(y’“),=x:+‘+(-l)‘(Su’),, lal=r+l. (5.29) 
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Clearly, y’+l E Ki+’ satisfies (5.26). In order to verify (5.25), consider ZI E KLI:, 
given by 
% = (G,, lal s r, (5.30) 
z&=0, [al=r+1. (5.31) 
If Ial= n G r, then by (5.30), 
(-l)“(du),=a(v,)-(6v),=a(u:)-(Su’),=(-l)”(du’),, (5.32) 
so that (5.28) and (5.27) imply 
(du).=y:-x~++‘=y~+l+‘-x~+‘. (5.33) 
If /a/=r+l, by (5.31), (5.30) and (5.29), we have 
(-l)‘+l(dv),=a(v,)-(6v),= -(sur), 
= (-l)‘+‘((y’+‘). -(Xr+‘).), la( = r+ 1. (5.34) 
(5.33) and (5.34) show that yr+‘--xr+’ = dv so that y’+’ satisfies (5.25). Since 
dx rt’ = 0, we also have dy’+’ = 0. 
This completes the induction step. 
We now define a strong p-chain y E Kp( C) by putting 
Y, =y:, Ial= t-. 
Note that y is a strong p-cycle, y E z,,(C), because, by (5.35), 
(-l)‘(dy). = a(~,) - (SY), = a(~:) - 
( 
P~,,,Y:,‘+ i (-I)%,;~ 
j=1 > 
However, by (5.26), yL,-,-’ = y:,, so that (5.36) becomes 
(-I)‘(dy), = a(~:) -(6y’L, = (dy’), = 0. 
Finally, 
j(y) = ((0). 
Indeed, by (5.35), 
(j’(y)).=y,=yk lal=r, 
so that j’(y) = yr and (5.25) implies 
(j’(y)> = (y’> =(x’>. 0 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
Proof of Proposition 7. Let x E z,(C) be such that j-((x) = 0. We must prove that 
(x) = 0 assuming that lim’(Z?L+,( C), j-“+’ ) = 0. First notice that, by Proposition 2 
from Section 2, this assumption is equivalent to the assumption 
lim’(HL+,( C), jrrtl) = 0. (5.41) 
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Furthermore, by the same Proposition, the homomorphisms jrr+’ induce an 
isomorphism lim(HL+l( C), j”“) + lim(Hi+,( C), j”+‘) and therefore, by (4.14), the 
assumption T(x) = 0 is equivalent to 
j(x) = 0. (5.42) 
(5.42) means that (jr(x)) = 0 for each r 30. Consequently, there exist chains y’ E 
KS,,, r 3 0, such that dy’ = jix, i.e., 
(dy’),=x,, lu[cr. (5.43) 
We now consider chains zr E Ki,,, defined by 
ZT = jrr+lyr+l _ yre (5.44) 
Each z’ is a cycle, z E Zs,,, because, by (5.44) and (5.43), 
(dz’),=(dy’+l),-(dy’)a=xa-x,,=O, /+r. (5.45) 
Therefore, we can consider the class (z’) E HL+, and the sequence ((z’)) E ny=“=, HL+l. 
By (5.41) (see Remark l), there exist cycles nr E ZL+, such that 
(~r)=j”r+‘(~r+l)-(~r)=(j”+l~r+l-~r), ra0. (5.46) 
We now define a chain z, E Kp, r 2 0, by putting 
(z,), = (-l)‘a((zr+‘).), ]a( = r. (5.47) 
We claim that z1 E &,, i.e. (dz,), = 0 for all a, 0~ (a[ < ~0. Indeed, by (5.47), 
(-l)‘(dz,),=a((z,),)-(6z,),=O+(-1)’8(6z’),, lel=r. (5.48) 
On the other hand, dz’ = 0 implies 
a(~~).--((6z’),=O, (aJ=r. (5.49) 
Applying a to (5.49), we see that $a~‘), = 0, so that (5.48) becomes (dz,), = 0, (a( = r, 
i.e., dz, = 0. The same argument shows that u1 E Kp, defined by 
(%)a = (-l)‘a((u ‘+2)s -(ur”),), [a( = r, (5.50) 
is a cycle, u, E .Zp. 
We claim that (5.46) implies 
(z1) = @1) E @JC). (5.51) 
Indeed, by (5.46), there is a chain wr E Ki+, such that 
~~_(j~~+'~~+'_~~)=dw'. (5.52) 
We define a chain w, E K,,, by 
(w,), = (-l)r(8wr+1)a, )u) = r. (5.5 
Then 
3) 
(-l)‘(dw,), = a((~,),) -(SW,), 
= (-l)‘a(sw’“), -(-l)‘_‘(S(Sw’)), 
= (-l)‘a(??w’“),, (al = r. (5.54) 
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However, if we substitute 
(-l)‘(dw’+‘), =a(w’“), -(aWr+‘)ll 
in (5.52) for r-t 1 and apply a, we obtain 
(-l)‘(az;+’ -aU;+*+au;+l) = -a(sw’“),, 
which together with (5.47), (5.50) and (5.54) yields (z,), -(u,). 
This establishes (5.51). 
We now show that 
(uJ=O 
and therefore also 
(zl) = 0. 
To prove (5.56) we consider the chain t E I&+,, given by 
t, = u;+*, [aI= r. 
Then 
(-l)‘(dt),=at,-(st),=au~+*-(SU’~’),, (uJ=r. 
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(5.55) 
(&)a, lal= r. 
(5.56) 
(5.57) 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
Since du rC1 = 0, we see that (au’+‘). = au:+‘, so that (5.59) becomes 
(-l)‘(dt), = a(~:+*) -a(~:+;“) = (-l)‘(u,),, (a( = r, 
i.e., dt = u,, which establishes (5.56). 
(5.60) 
To conclude the proof, define a chain s E K,,,, by 
s, = (yr+*)., Ial = r. 
Then, by (5.44), (5.47) and (5.43), 
(5.61) 
(-l)‘(ds), =(a~,-(k),) =a(y*+*).-(Syr+‘), 
= @(Y’+*L -~(Y’+‘),)+(~(Y’+‘), -(~Y’+‘)J 
= a(z’+‘), + (-l)‘(dy’+‘), 
= (-l)‘(z,),+(-l)‘x,, Jai = r, (5.62) 
i.e., ds = z, +x. This and (5.57) yield the desired conclusion (x) = 0. 0 
6. Strong homology of spaces and shape dimension 
Let X = (X,, pa-,, A) be an inverse system of topological spaces and let G be an 
Abelian group. We associate with X the system of chain complexes C = S(X; G) = 
(S(X,)O G; paa,@ 1, A), where S(X,) is the complex of singular chains of X, and 
P ’ is the induced chain mapping. By definition, the strong homology group 
I$X; G) is the group a,(S(X; G)). 
To define strong homology groups Ilj,(X; G) of a space X, we need ANR- 
resolutions [16]. A resolution of a space X consists of an inverse system X = 
(X,, P&, A), indexed by a directed set A, and of a system of maps pa : X + X,, a E A, 
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such that polorfpa, =pa, a s a’. Moreover, conditions (Rl) and (R2) (see [16] or 
[ 18, I, Section 6.11) must be satisfied. 
There are several characterizations of resolutions. In particular a map of systems 
p = (p,) : X + X is a resolution if the following two conditions are satisfied (see [17] 
or [27]): 
(Bl) For every normal covering Ou of X there exist (Y E A and a normal covering 
V of X such that p,‘( clr) refines Ou. 
(B2) For every LY E A and for every normal covering M of X, there exists an 
LY’S (Y such that 
P,AX,f) 5 WP,(X), v. 
An ANR-resolution of X is a resolution of X such that all X, are ANR’s (for 
metric spaces). Analogously, one defines metric resolutions and n-dimensional 
resolutions (dim X, s n for all cz E A). 
Every topological space X admits an ANR-resolution indexed by a directed 
ordered cofinite set A [16]. 
In Section 7 we will need this simple fact. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a normal space and p : X + X a resolution. If F, F’ E X are closed 
disjoint sets, then there exists an cy E A such that the setsp, (F), pa (F’) are also disjoint. 
Proof. Consider the open covering % = (X\F, X\F’) of X. Since X is normal, % 
is a normal covering. Therefore, there is an (Y E A and there is an open covering 
“Y- of X, such that p,‘(Y) refines % (Property (Bl)). Since each point ye X, 
belongs to some VE Y, f-‘(y) of-‘( V) misses either F or F’. Therefore, pa(F) n 
p,(F) =0. 0 
It was proved in [lo] and [ 121 that whenever one has two cofinite ANR-resolutions 
p : X -+ X and p’: X + X’ then the strong homology groups H,(X; G) and Hp(X’; G) 
are naturally isomorphic. Therefore, one defines the strong homology groups 
H,(X; G) as H,(X; G), where (p,):X+ X is any cofinite ANR-resolution [9,13]. 
We denote by sd(X) the shape dimension of the space X (see [ 18, II, Section 11). 
We can now state our main result. 
Theorem 2. Let X be an arbitrary space with finite shape dimension sd X = n. 7hen 
I$,(X; G)=O, forp> n, (6.1) 
l?,(X; G) = &(X; G). (6.2) 
We need the following fact. 
Lemma 2. Zf p > sd X, then the homology progroup pro-H,(X; G) = 0 and also the 
tech group k,,(X; G) = 0. 
Proof. sd X = n implies the existence of an H Pol-expansion p: X+ X = 
(X,, PO,5 A), where each X, is a polyhedron of dimension dim X, s n [18, II, 
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Section 1.1, Theorem 21. The homology pro-group pro-Z-&,(X; G) is the pro-group 
F&(X; G)=(H,,(X,; G),p,,,,A), where p:X+X=(X,,p,,,,A) is any H Pol- 
expansion of X [18, II, Section 3.11. In particular, using the above mentioned 
expansion, we see that pro-H,(X; G) =O, for p> n, because H,(X, ; G) =0 for 
each (Y E A. Since the tech homology group fiP(X; G) is the limit of pro-&(X; G) 
[18, II, Section 3.11, we see that also &,(X; G) =0 for p> n. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let p : X + X = (X, , pan., A) be a cofinite ANR-resolution of 
X. Put C= (S(X,; G),p,,,, A). Then 
I--i,(X; G) = 1L_jp(C), p E 2, (6.3) 
H,,,(C)=H,(X; G), me2. (6.4) 
Since ANR-resolutions are H Pol-expansions [18, I, Section 6.1, Theorem 21, we 
see that pro-&(X; G) = H,,,(X; G). 
Therefore, Lemma 2 implies 
H,,,(C)=O, m>sdX. (6.5) 
We can now apply Theorem 1, case s = 0, to C = S(X; G) and p 3 sd X. We conclude 
that 7: induces an isomorphism 
&(X; G)==lj,(X; G), p*sdX. (6.6) 
Now, Lemma 2 implies 
)7,(X; G)=O, p>sdX. (6.7) 
Corollary 1. Let X be an arbitrary space. I?,,(X; G) = 0 ifp > dim X and H,,(X; G) = 
I%,,(X; G) if p = dim X. 
Proof. We use Theorem 2 and the fact that sd X s dim X [18, II, Section 1.1, 
Theorem 31. 
7. A l-dimensional space not admitting a l-dimensional ANR-resolution 
In this section we establish the following result. 
Theorem 3. There exists a compact HausdorfSspace M such that dim M = 1, but M 
hasno ANR-resolutionp = (ph): M +X = (Xh,phhr, A), with dim X,, s 1 forallh E A. 
Remark 5. That such examples might exist was suggested by some old results of 
MardeSiC [ 14,151 and Pasynkov [22,23]. They produced examples of l-dimensional 
compact spaces (even, chainable continua), which could not be represented as 
inverse limits of systems of compact l-dimensional polyhedra. 
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Construction of M. Let fi denote the set of all ordinals (Y G wr . We denote by L 
the ‘long line’. It is obtained by ordering the set (0\{0,}) x [0, l] lexicographically 
and adding the point w, as the maximum of L. If a, b E L, a G b, we will denote by 
[a, b] the set {t E L: a s t s b}. It is well-known that L is a compact HausdorlI space 
with all three dimensions dim L = ind L = Ind L = 1. Moreover, every mapping of L 
into a first countable space is eventually constant. 
Let C denote the Cantor set embedded in the standard way in I = [0, 11 and let 
cp : C + I be the onto mapping which closes the gaps of C. 
We consider Lx C and the mapping p : wr x C + I. The resulting quotient space 
is the desired space M. We denote by q : LX C + M the quotient mapping. 
Obviously, dim M 2 1. It is easy to check that ind M s 1 and therefore also 
dim M =Z 1, because dim X s ind X for compact Hausdorff spaces X [21, VII. 2, B]. 
Proposition 8. Let p : M + X be a metric resolution of M. Then there exist a A E A and 
a compact subset K G X,, such that K contains an uncountable collection of disjoint arcs. 
In the proof we need this simple fact. 
Lemma 3. If Y is a metric space and f: LX C + Y is a mapping, then there is an 
ordinal a0 < OJ, such that f is constant on the set [a,, w,] x t, for every t E C. 
Proof. C has a countable dense subset D. For each t E D there is a p, <w, 
such that f ([& wl] x t is constant. Then LY,, = sup{p,: t E D} has the desired 
property. 0 
Proof of Proposition 8. By Lemma 2, there is a A, E A such that 
PA,4(W 3 0) f P*,9(W19 1). (7.1) 
Since J = q(wl x C) is an arc and ph, (J is not constant (by (7.1)), there is a point 
s,, E J such that pA, (J is not locally constant at sO. Since q-l(s,,) has at most two 
points to < th, at least one of them, say to, has the property that pA,q ) o, x C is not 
locally constant at to. Note that for every neighborhood V of to in C, which is the 
intersection of a closed interval of I with C, pA,q(ol x V) is a non-degenerate Peano 
continuum and therefore contains uncountably many points. 
We now choose (by Lemma 3) an ordinal a0 < w1 such that 
PA,4 I [ao, 011 xt (7.2) 
is constant, for every t E C. 
Since F’ = {czo} x C and F1 = {a,+ 1) x C are closed disjoint subsets of L x C, by 
Lemma 2, there exists an index A,> A, such that 
ph,q(Fo) np,,q(F,) = 8. (7.3) 
In particular, 
PA$l(~O, to) # P*,q(“o+ 1, to>. (7.4) 
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Therefore, there exists a neighborhood V of to in C such that 
p&a0 x V) npAzq((aO+ 1) x V) = 0. (7.5) 
Consequently, for each t E V, ph,q maps the arc [(u,, a,+ l] x t onto a non- 
degenerate Peano continuum C, of K = phz( M) G XA2 (the end-points of the arc are 
mapped to different points). If 
C,nC,,Zca, (7.6) 
for some t, t’ E V, then 
P~,JG) nphlhz(C,,) + 0. (7.7) 
However, by (7.2) 
PhJCI) =Ph,q([%, a,+ 11 x t) =P*,dw, t), (7.8) 
so that (7.6) implies 
Ph,dW 3 t) =Ph,d%, 0. (7.9) 
Since the set ph,q(w, x V) contains uncountably many different points p*,q(w,, t), 
t E V, we conclude that there is an uncountable collection of disjoint continua C,. 
Since each C,, 1 E V, is non-degenerate, we find an uncountable collection of disjoint 
arcs A, in K. 
Remark 6. Pasynkov considered the same space M and proved that M is not the 
limit of an inverse system of compact l-dimensional polyhedra [23, p. 4631. The 
proof of Proposition 8 is patterned after his proof. However, these arguments do 
not suffice to establish Theorem 3. 
Proposition 9. Let Y be an ANR, dim Ys 1, and let K be a compact subset of Y. 
Then K cannot contain an uncountable collection of disjoint arcs. 
In order to prove Proposition 9 we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 4. If X is a compact metric space and A c X is an uncountable set, then there 
is an a,,E A, which is an accumulation point of A and therefore, there is a sequence of 
distinct points a, E A, a,, # a,, such that lim a, = a,,. 
Proof. Assume that no a E A is an accumulation point. Then every a E A admits an 
integer n(a) such that the ball B(a, l/n(a)) meets A only in the point a. Let 
Ai={a~A:n(a)=i}.SinceA=A,uA,u~~~, there is an i such that Ai is uncount- 
able and therefore infinite. Then for every a E Ai we have 
B(u, l/i)nAi={a}. (7.10) 
However, Ai has an accumulation point X~E X, and in the ball B(xO, 1/2i) we find 
points a, U’E Ai, a Z a’. Clearly, a’E B(a, l/i), which contradicts (7.10). !J 
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Lemma 5. Let Y be a metric LCO space and let (A,,) be a sequence of arcs A,, G Y, 
which converges (in the Hausdorff metric) towards an arc A0 E Y, where A0 n A,, = 0, 
for every n. Then every neighborhood LJ of A,, in Y contains a 1 -sphere S c U. 
Proof. Let a, a’ be the end-points of AO. Choose disjoint neighborhoods V of a 
and V’ of a’ such that Vu V’ G U. Since Y is LC’, there exist a neighborhood W 
of a, W G V, such that every point XE W can be connected with a by an arc lying 
in V. Analogously, we choose a neighborhood W’ of a’ in V’. Since lim A,, = A,, 
there exists an n such that A,, c U and there exist points x, X’E A,, such that x E W, 
X’E W’. We then choose arcs B, B’, connecting x with a and x’ with a’, such that 
B G V, B’ c V’. Clearly, B contains a subarc C G B, whose end-points co, c, lie on 
A0 and A,, respectively and no other point of C belongs to A0 u A,,. Analogously, 
we define a subarc C’ E B’ with end-points c& c:. Let Co and C, be the subarc of 
A0 and A,, with end-points co, c& and c, , c; respectively. Clearly, S = C u C’u C, u 
C, is a l-sphere contained in U. 0 
Proof of Proposition 9. Assume that {A,} is an uncountable collection of disjoint 
arcs A, G K. We can view the arcs A, as points in the space 2K of closed subsets 
of K (topologized by the Hausdorff metric). By Lemma 4, there is an arc A,” and 
a sequence of arc (A,?,), A,,, # A,,, such that lim A,,, = A,,. 
Since A,, is an AR, there is a retraction r : Y + A,,,. Since Y is an ANR, there is 
a neighborhood U of A,,, in Y and a deformation H: U x I + Y such that 
H(Y, 0) = Y, YE u, (7.11) 
H(Y, 1) = r(y), YEU (7.12) 
(see, e.g., [18, I, Section 3.2, Theorem 81). 
By Lemma 5, U contains a l-sphere S. By (7.11) and (7.12) the inclusion U+ Y 
is homotopic to r 1 U : U + A,,), and since A,, is contractible, the inclusion U + Y 
and thus also the inclusion i: S+ Y is homotopic to a constant. 
On the other hand, since dim Y s 1, the identity map Is : S -$ S extends to a map 
h: Y+ S, i.e., ls = hi [21, Theorem 111.21. Therefore, ls should be homotopic to a 
constant, which is a contradiction. 
Remark 7. Proposition 9 is related to a result of K. Borsuk [3, V, Theorem (15.1)]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume that (ph) : M + X = (X,, phA,, A) is an ANR-resolution 
such that dim X, G 1 for each A E A. By Proposition 8, there is a A E A and there is 
a compact subset K G X, such that K contains an uncountable collection of arcs. 
However, this contradicts Proposition 9. Cl 
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